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About me!

Education
• BA International Relations and Globalization The Ohio State University 
• BA Sustainability Roosevelt University

Professional Experience
• Human Rights Specialist ADM 

Academic Research and Volunteering 
• Conducted research on the efficacy of justice systems for reintegration of 

genocidaires after the 1994 Rwandan Genocide
• Refugee Resettlement
• Fair trade and the improvement of livelihoods for women and impoverished 

communities through the creations of goods and services for international 
markets 

Personal
• Personal passion for protecting the rights of our planet and its people
• Traveling, eating yummy food, hiking, art and cultural events, and spending 

time with my loved ones ☺
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Social Sustainability and My Role at ADM

• “Corporate social responsibility, or CSR, is a form of self-regulation that reflects a business’s accountability 
and commitment to contributing to the well-being of communities and society through various 
environmental and social measures.”

• ESG stands for Environmental, Social, and Governance, the pillars of a corporate sustainability program 
• My role focuses on the “Social” side of ESG; however all three sections overlap and interrelate.
• A few things I do at ADM…

• Manages and mitigates Human Rights risk for ADM's global supply chain 
• Develops cross-functional HR risk mitigation strategies and executes interdepartmentally 
• Creating metrics for our Corporate philanthropic group, ADM cares, and communication of our 

donations and projects to stakeholders 
• Creation of a Supply Chain Due Diligence Standard Operating Procedure to effectively assess global risk 

landscape
• Coordination of social compliance audits 
• Assists with ESG and Human Rights reporting, such as DJSI, CDP, and WBA
• Correspondence with customers, NGOs, and IGOs on Human Rights Program
• Helps oversee our joint venture in Madagascar for ethically sourced vanilla 
• Co-Leads ADM Cares Chicago, a chapter of ADM's larger philanthropic entity, ADM Cares



Sustainability:
ADM’s 

Approach
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3Beliefs

Everyone has the  
right to the food  

they need to  
sustain their 

lives

Food derived from  
nature is an  

important driver 
of  health & 

wellness

Access to nutrition  
has the power to  
solve many of the  
world’s challenges
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Opportunities 
to align 
sustainability 
values and 
actions through 
five primary 
focus areas

Traceability
Transparency directly links to trust and safety. Processing 
and quality is a basic need-to-know for consumers

Environment
Consumers highly value environmental impact by brands 
and hold them responsible to adhere in good faith 

Circular Economy
Food waste is not only a sustainability concern but also an 
ethical issue with the fight against hunger

Sustainable Agriculture
Consumer have become much more progressive and interested in 
how and where their food is grown and are educating themselves 
on holistic agriculture

Social Justice
Now more than ever, consumers are holding brands 
accountable for fair treatment and human rights
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Setting Ambitious Targets – Environmental Footprint Reduction

In 2020, ADM announced a new set of goals to 
further reduce our environmental footprint called 
Strive 35.  In 2021, we added 5-year milestones 
and Scope 3 GHG reductions.
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5Setting Ambitious Targets – Protecting Forests

In 2021, we announced our new commitment to be 100% deforestation-
free by 2030 along with an updated policy to help us achieve that target. 
Throughout the year, we focused on traceability and are now excited to 
announce we have moved our target date to 2025.
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4Working together, we can build a 
more sustainable food system 

throughout the entire supply chain.
Building a more sustainable 
value chain at every step
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Scope 3/Supply Chain Emissions
Majority of food manufacturing impact in Scope 3

Carbon Emissions

Scope 2 Indirect

Company 
Facilities

Company 
Vehicles

Scope 1 Direct

Purchased
Energy

Scope 3 Indirect

Purchased
Ingredients
& Services

Transportat
ion

Distribution



• Food items and specialty commodities 
• Ex. Pineapples, apple juice concentrate, vanilla 
• Tracing back to country of agriculture 
• Different countries for manufacturing steps 

• Commodities 
• Ex. Corn, soy, wheat, palm
• Traceability is often legally required 
• ADM has achieved full traceability for palm and soy 

(see Strive 35)

• Non food items 
• Ex. Machine parts, packaging materials, chemicals
• Traceability is extremely difficult due to multi-step 

supply chain
• Raw materials vs manufacturing 

• Services 
• Ex. Consulting, cleaning, IT
• Concerns with outsourced labor and ability to track 

remote work

• Transportation 
• Trucking, trains, ocean vessel
• Often individual/ external companies who may be 

backhauling 

Supply Chain Mapping
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• Policy to Protect Forests, Biodiversity and Communities

• Code of Conduct

• Environmental, Health & Safety (EHS) Policy
• Human Rights Policy

• Statement on Genetically Modified Organisms
• Statement on Animal Testing

• Commitment to Anti-Corruption Compliance

• ADM Supplier Expectations
• ADM Tax Policy

• Managing Supplier Non-Compliance Procedure

Policy Implementation

https://www.adm.com/en-us/sustainability/goals-and-programs/protecting-biodiversity-forests--communities/
https://www.adm.com/our-company/the-adm-way/code-of-conduct
https://assets.adm.com/Sustainability/337700_0.pdf
https://www.adm.com/en-us/sustainability/goals-and-programs/human-rights-policy/
http://assets.adm.com/Sustainability/GMO-Statement.pdf
https://assets.adm.com/Sustainability/Statement-on-Animal-Testing.pdf
http://assets.adm.com/adm.com/Compliance/Commitment-to-Anti-Corruption-Compliance.pdf
https://www.adm.com/en-us/procurement/potential-suppliers/
https://assets.adm.com/Sustainability/Tax-policy.pdf
https://www.adm.com/globalassets/sustainability/goals--programs/responsible-sourcing/pdfs/adm-managing-supplier-non-compliance_procedure.pdf


• Crop vulnerability 
• CO2 emissions 
• Extreme weather patterns 
• Drought 
• Pests and fungi

• Loss of usable land 
• Degradation of natural resources 

• Water scarcity 
• Cost efficiency of switching to renewables

• Displaced persons (climate refugees)

Climate Change and the Ag 
Sector



International 
Landscape



• Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations 

• Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development

• Global Child Forum 
• Dow Jones Sustainability Index

• Science Based Targets Initiative 

• Carbon Disclosure Project
• World Benchmarking Alliance

• UN Guiding Principles 
• Task Force on Climate- Related Financial 

Disclosures 

• Sustainable Agriculture Initiative 

International Groups and 
Reporting Standards
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• On August 31, 2022, the United Nations released 
the OHCHR Assessment of human rights concerns in 
the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, People’s 
Republic of China

• Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention Act
• This year, the Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention 

Act (UFLPA) went into effect to prevent the 
import of goods into the United States that may 
have been a product of forced labor in the 
Xinjiang region of China. Any products made 
from the Xinjiang region will be scrutinized and 
can be seized upon reaching U.S borders if the 
good falls within parameters of the law.

• Anti Foreign Sanctions Law 
• China has passed a law limiting inquiries into 

products originating from Xinjiang
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Case Study: Xinjiang, China
Navigating Conflicting Laws

https://www.ohchr.org/en/documents/country-reports/ohchr-assessment-human-rights-concerns-xinjiang-uyghur-autonomous-region
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Focusing our sustainability 
efforts for the greatest impact

The United Nations Development Program created the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as a universal call to 
action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all 
people enjoy peace and prosperity. 

After a mapping exercise, ADM determined which SDGs 
aligned with our business objectives and in turn, allow us to 
make the greatest contribution.  As a result, we are focusing 
our efforts toward:  Zero Hunger, Clean Water & 
Sanitation, Decent Work & Economic Growth, Climate 
Action and Life On Land.
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Megatrend: Supply 
Chain Due Diligence 
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• Requirements:
• Establishing of risk management system
• Conduct risk analysis with corresponding 

mitigation strategies 
• Development and implementation of an 

appropriate procurement strategies and 
purchasing practices that prevent or minimize 
identified risks

• consideration of HR- and E-related expectations 
when selecting a direct supplier

• Contractual assurance from direct supplier that 
it will comply with the HR-related and E-related 
expectations required by the enterprise's senior 
management and appropriately address them 
along the supply chain.

• Annual report (in German) on actions and 7-
year document retention 
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Case Study: German Supply 
Chain Act
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Audits by Business 
Unit

Ag Services and
Oilseeds
 Nutrition

Carbohydrate
Solutions
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1
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Audits by Country

United States

Canada

Spain

Turkey

Czech
Republic

Sedex Responsible Sourcing Audits 

ADM is a member of Sedex and hosts responsible sourcing audits 
conducted by 3rd party auditors at our facilities around the globe.

At the ADM facilities visited in 2021, there were no fees charged to job-
seekers in exchange for employment, and no collateral was taken in the 
form of money, identification or other personal belongings without 
workers’ consent as a condition of employment by ADM or contracted 
companies. No human trafficking was observed. 

ADM sustainability, legal, operations, and compliance teams work with 
the locations to identify and implement corrective actions. 

In 2021, ADM conducted 35 SMETA audits across all 3 business units and 
in 8 countries .
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SAVAN Vanilla Program
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25• Through SAVAN, our joint venture partnership with Sahanala, we are the industry's first farmer-owned processor 

and exporter of vanilla beans, rooting our supply chain at the origin source. 
• Sahanala is a farmer-owned cooperative that has more than 4,000 vanilla farmers across 19 associations in 

Madagascar. 
• The vertical supply chain eliminates unnecessary steps and stress from the vanilla typical supply chain, ensuring that 

farmers are directly engaged in the entire business model. Simplifying the collection ensures farmers receive more of 
the profits sales. 

“Sahanala helps us open bank accounts for our revenue 
management, 
supports by providing rice at a good price, offers us materials for 
the
protection and  maintenance of our vanilla fields, and also 
provides 
us and our families with free medication and healthcare.”
- Ms. Lydia, Zoto Association Leader, Sahanala 
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26• We also work together to implement industry-changing, farmer-focused social programs. ADM works with Sahanala to implement 

programs for reliable education, medical care and food security that help uplift the quality of life in a sustainable way for vanilla 
farmers. 

• SAVAN bolsters an extension worker program that provides agronomy support and promotes farming best practices to help 
increase crop yields, improve vanillin content, and establish a more stable industry. 

• Each farmer association chooses how to allocate profits generated through the joint venture operations in ways that make the 
most immediate positive impact on their communities including community health offices, schools, and churches. To ensure food
security, ADM Cares approved $70,000 to provide rice for Sahanala farmers covering 17,000 people.

“In the next 10 years, I hope to 
build a high 
school for our children so they 
will no 
longer have to study far away 
from home, 
and a professional training center 
for our 
village to promote education and 
youth 
initiatives.”
- Ms. Lydia, Zoto Association Leader, Sahanala 
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In 2021, ADM focused its Respect for Human Rights implementation efforts on its vanilla supply chain through SAVAN. Partnering with 
ELEVATE, ADM:
• Developed a vanilla sourcing protocol in 2020; 

• Disseminated a self-assessment questionnaire (SAQ) in 2021 based on the previously-developed protocol to allow growers to 
provide information on practices and conditions; 

• Audited 370 growers and associations to assess conditions and validate SAQ responses; and
• Began preliminary review of SAQ responses to help develop an action plan for 2022-- this includes expanding the scope of the 

questionnaires and audits to ensure growers from all regions are given a voice. 



Community 
Engagement and 

Human Rights
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Through ADM Cares, we contribute to the greater 
good, making a lasting impact through partnering 
with organizations to solve challenges.

Supporting Local Communities
Confidential and proprietary business inform
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Vietnam
In 2021, ADM and Aid for social protection program Foundation Vietnam (AFV) 
collaborated to support low-income farm households in overcoming the 
negative impacts from droughts and saltwater in Mo Cay Nam District, Ben Tre 
Province.

ADM Cares has donated and supported the installation of water tanks for 218 
households to strengthen their climate change resilience. These water tanks can 
hold up to 2 cubic meters of water, which is enough to cover the needs of one 
person for four weeks. Clean, fresh water is pumped directly to these tanks from 
drilled wells or from rain. The project also provided education to farmers and 
the community on water management, tank maintenance, child nutrition and 
gender equity

ADM believes access to clean water is a human right.  We financially support several projects 
aimed at providing basic water and sanitation needs in communities where we operate.
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Grower Communities: 
Human Rights
Access to nutrition has the power to solve many of the 
world’s challenges.

• At ADM, as part of our dedication to global nutrition, we 
are focused on a broader effort to achieve zero hunger, 
helping people and communities in far corners across the 
world. 

• ADM works closely with industry peers, trade 
associations, growers, governments, NGOs and operating 
communities to improve the quality and availability of 
crops in the global supply chain, and the lives of farmers 
and communities that grow these crops. 

• Through these efforts, ADM is helping to end all forms of 
hunger and malnutrition, while promoting sustainable 
agricultural practices and improving access to nutritious 
food.
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ADM has an ongoing commitment to 
smallholders across the globe, especially women 
farmers, and we seek ways to support these 
communities through our sourcing practices.

Women's Empowerment
ADM seeks to empower women within in our company and supply chain

ADM also seeks ways to empower women 
within our company and has pledged to 
achieve gender parity within the company’s 
senior leadership structure by 2030.
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Rasoanalaina Lydia is a Sahanala vanilla farmer, participating in 

ADM’s farmer-owned joint partnership in Madagascar.



Sustainable 
Agriculture 
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At ADM, we define sustainable  
agriculture as good stewardship of the  
natural systems and resources that  
farmers rely on for crop production. The  
objective of our sustainable agriculture  
efforts is to help our supply chain meet  
society’s commodity needs without  
compromising our future ability 
to produce.

Programs and certifications such 
as:
• Field to Market

• ADM Responsible Soy

• 2BSvs

• Round Table for 
Responsible Soy (RTRS)

• ISCC

• Roundtable on 
Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO)

• ProTerra

• Red Tractor

Sustainable Agriculture
Responsible Sourcing Programs & Certifications Confidential and proprietary business inform
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To date, ADM has engaged over 
13 million acres in sustainable 

agriculture programs globally
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Regenerative Agriculture
Addressing Scope 3 Emissions Reductions

Key Regenerative Agriculture Practices
• Nutrient Management
• Keep Soil Covered
• Minimize Soil Disturbance
• Maximize Crop Diversity
• Adopt Integrated Pest 

Management

Positive 
Outcomes
• Combat Climate Change
• Improves Land Resiliency
• Increases Farm Profitability
• Supports Water Quality

Long Term Impacts
• Farm Profitability
• Soil Health
• Biodiversity
• Watershed 

Health

ADM’s regenerative agriculture projects help customers address Scope 3 
ingredient supply chain emissions by supporting key practices that enable 
positive outcomes and long-term impacts.
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Questions?


